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End-to-end Solution
ThingsOn is an IoT Platform that provides end-to-end tools for any scale IoT project. It combines the main
requirements of digital transformation projects including device management, data collection, storage,
interpretation, visualization, basic analytics and advanced analytical tools such as AI, ML. Thus, an enterprise-scale
IoT project can be deployed, managed and developed with a single platform.

Connectivity
The first step in IoT is to connect distributed
field devices to the cloud and to each other.
ThingsOn has a wide range of service
interfaces to connect any device on the field.

-MQTT API, MQTT is a lightweight broadcast subscriber messaging protocol
that is most suitable for various IoT devices. Learn more about MQTT here:
What is MQTT?
-HTTP API ThingsOn server nodes
serve as an HTTP Server that
supports both HTTP and HTTPS
protocols.

- OPC-UA & MODBUS, ThingsOn
Gateway software supports POC-UA
and MODBUS protocols, which are
considered stadart in industrial
communication.

- PLC Drivers, There are more than 11 PLC communication drivers developed
for ThingsOn. Siemens, Omron, GE, Allen Bradley, Schneider, Wago etc. It
allows direct communication with various PLCs.

Thanks to agnostic data communication interfaces, you can connect any
device to the ThingsOn IoT Platform via communication infrastructures
such as WI-FI, Cellular LoRA, Sigfox, 2G/3G/4G and LTE.

Big Data Storage

Data storage options.
Cassandra for NoSql
Cassandra is an open source NoSql database
developed by Apache. It is schema-independent,
provides high performance and allows storing data in
the JSON document type.
Timescale DB for Time series
TimescaleDB: An open-source database built for
analyzing time-series data with the power and
convenience of SQL.

ThingsOn uses the most advanced storage
techniques to store the streaming data. It
provides a ready-made infrastructure for
big data storage and analysis.

Built-in Rule Engine
ThingsOn Rule Engine is a highly customizable and
configured system for complex event processing. With
the rule engine, you can filter, enrich and convert
incoming messages from IoT devices and related
entities. You can also trigger a variety of actions, such
as notifications or communication with external
systems.

ThingsOn Microservices & Rule Engine

A world-class technology powering the most advanced automation tool
for IoT use cases
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Built-in inference engine
Move beyond threshold crossing into real automation
Visual wiring of logic through drag-and-drop interface
Templating and bulk operations across a set of devices
Mix periodic data collection with streaming data and cron tasks
Extensive debugging features & replay of historical data
Data transformation and normalization

Real-time Data Visualization
From Raw Data to Actionable Insights
ThingsOn platform allows businesses to create customizable IoT
dashboards enhanced with widgets that visualize sensor data
coming from multiple devices. ThingsBoard has an impressive
feature set which includes Line and Bar chart modules for
historical and real-time data visualization and map widgets
enabling companies to track object movement on Google Maps.

ThingsOn allows you to configure customizable
IoT dashboards. Each IoT dashboard can contain
multiple dashboard widgets that visualize data
from multiple IoT devices. Once the IoT
Dashboard is created, you can assign it to one of
the tenants of the IoT project.

Remote Device Management
Manage your devices remotely
ThingsOn allows you to send remote procedure calls (RPC) from
server side applications to devices and vice versa. Basically, this
feature allows you to send commands to devices and receive
results of commands execution. Similar, you can execute request
from the device, apply some calculations or other server-side
logic on the back-end and push the response back to the
device.
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Built-in AI & ML Tools
Most real-life use situations require support
for advanced analytics: machine learning,
predictive analytics, etc. ThingsOn has builtin Spark and Kafta tools for advanced
analytics.

Smart decisions
In IoT applications, you require machine learning to face
various situations. When a device detects unusual
conditions due to any error, it needs to know how to and
when to react or whether to respond autonomously or
whether it need human assistance. Definitely it requires
intelligent learning and decision-making capabilities to
make such wise decisions.
Once you get the solution, it responds in real-time
without any human intervention.

Architecture
ThingsOn has a different architecture than
traditional software applications. The
platform uses microservice architecture in
each node and offers high scalability.
scalable: built using leading open source
technologies that can be scaled horizontally.
error-resistant: there is not a single point of error,
every node in the cluster is the same.
robust and efficient: a single server node can use
tens or even hundreds of thousands of devices,
depending on availability.
customizable: easy to add new functionality,
with customizable tools and rule engine nodes.
durable: never lose your data.

ThingsOn supports all major cloud platforms.
On Premise
Runs on Windows, Linux and Docker.

Features
Main Features
Rule Engine
JS Code Engine
Entities and relations
Device attributes
Alarms
Device Connectivity
Status
Claiming Devices
RPC capabilities
Data visualization
OAuth 2 Support
Advanced RBAC Whitelabeling
Self-registration
Custom Translations
Custom Menu
Entity Groups
Scheduler
Reporting

CSV/XLS data export
Bulk Provisioning
Audit Log
API Limits

Integrations

Security

Remote
Integrations
HTTP
MQTT
OPC-UA
AWS IoT
AWS Kinesis
IBM Watson
Azure Event Hub
TCP
UDP
SigFox

OAuth 2 Support
MQTT over SSL
Device
authentication
options
Access Token based
authentication
X.509 Certificate
based authentication

Use Cases & Solutions
Things IoT Platform can easily be used in any digital transformation project with its superior
capabilities and proven success.

Smart Manufacturing

Machinery Monitoring

Smart Cities

Smart Energy

Smart Logistics

Custom Projects
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